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Chapter 6  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the results of measurements made on an experimental three-
phase flying-capacitor multilevel inverter. The inverter is intended to be used for 
confirming the simulation results for the various forms of sinusoid synthesis control. 

6.2 Laboratory Prototype Inverter Design and Test 

The experimental inverter, used for confirming the performance of the various control 
schemes and the cell-capacitor voltage balancing strategies, is a four-cell, three-phase 
topology. This circuit can synthesis line to line voltage waveforms with up to 9 
distinct voltage levels. The testing is focussed on confirming the validity of the 
simulation results of the inverter when controlled using staircase SHE-4H2, different 
carrier placement sine-triangle PWM and space vector PWM. 

6.2.1 Power Electronics 

The three-phase flying-capacitor inverter topology selected for the experimental work 
is a four-cell design with 24 individual IGBT power switches. The power processing 
stage of the inverter is constructed using International Rectifier IRG4PC30KD, 30 A, 
600 V, IGBTs and Rubycon 1 mF, 200V electrolytic capacitors. A block diagram of 
one inverter phase limb is shown in Figure 6.2.1. The IGBT contains an anti-parallel 
diode of equal rating and so operates with bi-directional current. The TO-247 
packaged IGBTs are mounted on individual 10 oC/W heatsinks and therefore the 
inverter can handle individual device power dissipation of up to 8.6 W. This is 
computed using the IGBT’s published junction-sink thermal resistance (0.44 oC/W) 
and assuming a maximum junction temperature of 115 oC in a 25 oC ambient. The 
individual capacitor maximum rms ripple current rating is 2.7 A at 1 kHz and 105 oC, 
and this will limit the practical maximum power conversion capability of the inverter. 
Simulations reveal that the capacitor current rating is the limiting factor on maximum 
power throughput and that the experimental inverter can safely handle a 2.5 kVA load 
when operating in PWM control at 3 kHz with a 400 V dc link.  

The maximum operating dc link voltage is limited by the cell-capacitor voltage ratings 
which would mean an absolute maximum of 800 V, even though the IGBTs could 
theoretically cope with a 2.4 kV dc link. All tests however will be limited to operation 
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at 400 V dc maximum to ensure that the maximum voltage ratings of all the power 
components are not exceeded under any conditions. 

 

 

Figure 6.2.1: Inverter phase limb schematic diagram 

 

Each IGBT has its own isolated gate driver shown in the circuit diagram, Figure 6.2.2. 
Each isolated gate drive circuit operates independently, and includes spurious gate-
firing protection [6.1]. The gate-drive is supplied from an isolated switched mode 
power supply. An optocoupler provides isolation between the gate driver and power 
device and the small-signal digital logic control circuitry. Minimum on-time and 
minimum off-time latches ensure that the IGBT is not operated at too high a frequency 
and that the gate driver is less susceptible to noise. A MOSFET driver stage interfaces 
directly with the IGBT gate via current limiting resistors. The value of the resistor 
ensures sufficient gate current to rapidly turn-on the IGBT on and off. This gate-drive 
design can be scaled to much larger IGBT by increasing the gate drive current 
capability through reducing the gate resistor values and increasing the rating of the 
drive MOSFETs. 
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Two IGBTs plus their gate drive circuits are physically laid out on a single PCB and 
use mainly surface mount components to minimise board area. The PCB also includes 
a dual 12V output power supply with galvanic isolation between the input source 24 V 
supply and the each output rail. The power supply is a specially designed switched-
mode power supply (SMPS) which offers high-efficiency and small PCB footprint. 
The SMPS topology is a forward converter and uses an integrated MOSFET plus 
PWM control IC (DPASwitch manufactured by Power Integration Inc). Regulation of 
the 12 V rails, which supply the two gate drivers, is achieved by using error voltage 
feedback from one of the output voltage rails via an optocoupler. The other 12 V rail 
is semi-regulated and so an additional 15 V Zener diode, D1, is placed across its rails 
to protect against any over-voltage conditions. Figure 6.2.3 shows a photograph of a 
populated dual-IGBT stage PCB, and highlights the major components. The circuit 
also includes a Motorola 68HC908, 8-bit microcontroller used only for 
commissioning purposes and disabled when the boards are operating in the inverter. 

 

Figure 6.2.3: Dual-IGBT PCB 

 

A single inverter phase limb is constructed from four dual-IGBT stage PCBs, so 
making a total of 12 PCBs used in the experimental inverter. A photograph of the 
assembled inverter is shown in Figure 6.2.4. The cell-capacitors can be seen below 
each set of inverter PCBs. There is also a single 1 mF, 450 V, electrolytic capacitor 
across the dc link connections for voltage smoothing purposes, seen on the left of the 
inverter. The small box in the foreground of the picture contains voltage level shifting 
buffer circuitry between the digital control logic and the gate drivers. 
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Figure 6.2.4: Flying-capacitor inverter assembly 

 

6.2.2 Control System 

The digital gate firing pulse generation and the different forms of control scheme are 
implemented on a Memec Spartan-IITM LC development board [6.2]. This is a low-
cost evaluation platform containing one 100k gate Xilinx Spartan-II Field 
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). An FPGA was selected for experimenting on the 
different control schemes because of the large number of PWM channels required in 
the multilevel inverter [6.3, 6.4]. Alternative commercially available microcontroller 
or DSP solutions have insufficient PWM hardware peripheral resources to enable 
sophisticated control of the experimental inverter. 

The internal architecture of the FPGA is dynamically configured to route signals to 
the internal logic gate resources to match the desired digital circuit design. The 
development board has an in-circuit programmable ROM where the FPGA 
configuration file resides. This is programmed via a PC and configures the FPGA 
once power is cycled on the development board. Xilinx provide a complete Windows-
based software development environment which is used to design and simulate a 
digital design. The software will synthesis a digital logic design and generates the 
ROM program file. Designs can be developed using a schematic editor, timing 
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diagram or a hardware description language. Simulation tools can be used to check 
designs before deployment. 

The FPGA design for the experimental inverter has been written in VHDL. There are 
three separate designs for each form of modulation strategy, although there is a lot of 
commonality between the designs, using some of the same digital design blocks in 
each case. It would be possible to implement a single integrated FPGA design solution 
within the existing Xilinx FPGA, with external modulation scheme selection. 

Figure 6.2.5 shows a block diagram of the sine-triangle PWM control implementation 
for one of the three phases. This block is repeated for the other two phases except for 
the carrier block since the carriers are common to all three phases. The different forms 
of carrier placement are controlled by the SCHEME TYPE variable and the switching 
frequency (mf) is set by the CARRIER PERIOD. The basic reference signal is 
obtained from a half-sine ROM look-up table, and it is scaled to give a peak value of 
twice the maximum carrier value. It is then scaled by the AMPLITUDE demand (ma) 
which represents 0 to 100%. If the basic reference is below the maximum carrier value 
then the upper reference signal is zero and the lower reference signal equals the basic 
reference. If the basic reference is above the maximum carrier value then the upper 
reference signal equals the basic reference minus the maximum carrier value, and the 
lower reference signal equals the maximum carrier value. For third order harmonic 
injection, the reference table values are changed to include the additional harmonic 
component. Reference sampling by using latches on the input to the comparator can 
be set either at the carrier trough (symmetric) or at both peak and trough 
(asymmetric). 
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Figure 6.2.5: Block diagram of sine-triangle PWM digital design for one phase 

 

The two band reference signals are then compared with the four carriers to generate 
the LEVEL signal which indicates the number of top switches in conduction. The 
balance block is a digital implementation of the balancing scheme described in 
Chapter 4, and it generates the four cell firing signals. These firing signals are then 
processed by the blank block which introduces the dead-time between the top and 
bottom gate-firing signals. 

The various control signals which set the operating fundamental frequency, switching 
frequency, modulation depth and carrier placement scheme can be set externally using 
a 1 MHz serial communications link. This allows the modulation control system to be 
controlled by a microcontroller or DSP, and so be incorporated into a complete 
inverter system. 

FPGA implementations of the space vector algorithm have been reported in the 
literature which performs the duty cycle computation directly using sine and cosine 
look-up tables, and then rearranging the firing pattern according to convention [6.3]. 
For this experimental inverter, the equivalent reference, described in Chapter 5, is 
stored in a look-up table. Therefore, the space vector PWM implementation is almost 
identical to sine-triangle PWM apart from the ROM data in the reference block. The 
carriers are fixed to the phase disposed (PD) form and reference sampling is done at 
the peak of the carriers. 
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The selective harmonic elimination digital implementation uses a very similar block 
arrangement except that the carrier spans half the total phase period and the references 
are the angular firing positions, which are pre-computed and stored in a look-up table. 
The balancing block contains a look-up table of the required balancing pattern, which 
is repeated every four cycles. 

 

6.2.3 Test and Measurement System 

The laboratory test set-up is shown in block diagram form in Figure 6.2.6, while 
Figure 6.2.7 shows a photograph of the laboratory set-up and highlights the flying-
capacitor inverter and main test hardware. The inverter dc link voltage can be varied 
up to a maximum of 400 V using a bench power supply. The three-phase test loads are 
fixed inductors and variable resistors rated up to 10 A. The output voltages are 
monitored using isolated voltage probes and the phase currents are monitored using a 
Tektronix, 15 A, Hall-effect current probe. These output waveforms can be displayed 
on a Yokogawa oscilloscope, not shown, or displayed on a PC using a Picoscope 
virtual oscilloscope. 

The Picoscope allows the waveforms to be captured as a data file on the PC, which is 
then post-processed using MATLAB to obtain the spectrum and compute the 
harmonic distortion factors. The sampling rate is 20 kSamples/s, so the measurement 
bandwidth is 10 kHz, which is sufficient to obtain reasonable results for the inverter 
switching frequencies used. 

Figure 6.2.6: Block diagram of test and measurement system  
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Figure 6.2.7: Test and measurement laboratory setup 

 

6.3 SHE Control Experimental Results 

6.3.1 Performance and Balancing 

The first sets of results are used to confirm the pre-computed angles for the SHE-4H2 
scheme and the cell-capacitor voltage balancing. The measurements were conducted 
using a 200 V dc power source and high impedance, low current Wye-connected load 

of 500 Ω and 1 mH. The balancing pattern used is  (PATTERN #1), which was 

identified during simulation analysis as the optimum balancing pattern.  
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Figure 6.3.1 shows an oscillogram of the three-phase voltages with respect to the 
negative dc link and one of the resultant line to line voltages with a unity modulation 
index for a 50 Hz fundamental. This clearly shows that the cell-capacitor voltages are 
at the required levels and the inverter has self-balanced. The mean voltages on the 
phase A limb capacitors are all measured to be less than 1 % of the target values. 
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Figure 6.3.1: Oscillogram of the three phase voltages (upper) and a line voltage 
(bottom) (50 V/div) 

 

A phase voltage and a line voltage waveform were data captured over an 80 ms period 
(four cycles) using the Picoscope virtual oscilloscope and the data post-processed 
using an FFT algorithm in the MATLAB environment. Figure 6.3.2 shows the 
resultant frequency spectra of the voltage waveforms normalised to the 50 Hz 
fundamental component. As can be seen there is no 5th harmonic (250 Hz) component 
present in the phase voltage spectrum, indicating that the SHE control is operating 
correctly. The triplen harmonics present in the phase voltage spectrum are not present 
in the line voltage spectrum, indicating balanced three-phase output voltage 
conditions. 
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Figure 6.3.2: Phase and line voltage spectra for SHE-4H2 scheme with ma = 1.0 

 

Further tests were conducted over the whole range of modulation indexes. The 
measured line voltage THD and DF1 are shown in Figures 6.3.3 and 6.3.4 
respectively, together with the simulated characteristics. The overall results show 
good correlation with the predicted case and indicate that the control is operating 
correctly over the whole modulation range. 

 

Figure 6.3.3: Variation of line voltage THD against modulation index, ma 
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Figure 6.3.4: Variation of line voltage DF1 against modulation index, ma 

 

The amplitude variation of fundamental and low order harmonics versus modulation 
depth is shown in Figure 6.3.5. The 5th harmonic is not present above ma = 0.4 since it 
is eliminated by the choice of staircase angles. The other low-order harmonics are 
reasonably low, with peak to peak amplitudes no more than 10 % of dc link voltage, 
and the fundamental amplitude is shown to be correctly controlled, although there is a 
slight discernable error at lower modulation indexes due mainly to the voltage drops 
across the power semiconductors. 

 

Figure 6.3.5: Amplitude of low order frequency components versus modulation 
index, ma 
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6.3.2

5

 Balancing Pattern Comparison 

To confirm the predictions of optimum and poor balancing pattern selection for SHE-
4H2 control, the load was set to give a system energy factor of 20 and a DPF of 0.6 by 
setting the load resistances to 37.5 Ω with 160 mH inductors. Various inverter 
performance parameters were measured when operated with two different balancing 

patterns;  (PATTERN #1) and 
7
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7
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3
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AC  (PATTERN #2). 

Figures 6.3.6 and 6.3.7 illustrate the effect that the two different balancing patterns 
have on the cell-capacitor voltage waveforms, with the phase current shown for 
reference. The repetition frequency of the cell-capacitor voltages is 12.5 Hz in both 
cases due to the balancing patterns. PATTERN #1 control exhibits a lower peak to 
peak voltage ripple than the PATTERN #2 case, and the wave shapes agree well with 
simulation. The resultant three-phase line voltage waveforms are compared in the 
oscillograms of Figures 6.3.8 and 6.3.9 for the two balancing patterns. It can be seen 
that the larger capacitor voltage variation of PATTERN #2 leads to an increase in line 
voltage asymmetry. 

 

  

a) Experimental waveforms b) Simulated waveforms 

Figure 6.3.6: PATTERN #1 phase current (top) and cell-capacitor voltages 
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a) Experimental waveforms b) Simulated waveforms 

Figure 6.3.7: PATTERN #2 phase current (top) and cell-capacitor voltages 

 

  

a) Experimental waveforms b) Simulated waveforms 

Figure 6.3.8: PATTERN #1 phase current (top) and line voltages 
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a) Experimental waveforms b) Simulated waveforms 

Figure 6.3.9: PATTERN #2 phase current (top) and line voltages 

 

The measured electrical parameters of the inverter show good correlation with the 
predicted values, as can be seen in Table 6.3.1. The power electronics losses are close 
to those predicted and validate the IGBT/diode models used in the simulation. 

 

 PATTERN #1 PATTERN #2 
 Predicted Measured Predicted Measured 

Input Voltage (V) 200 200 200 200 
Input Current (A) 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.77 
Input Power (W) 150 152 153 153 
Output Power (W) 138 134 141 141 
Phase Current (Arms) 1.11 1.09 1.12 1.12 
Line Voltage (Vrms) 121.9 120.9 121.6 121.5 

Table 6.3.1: Operating performance of different balancing patterns 

 

There is a marked difference in the harmonic content of the line voltage between the 
two operating patterns as can be seen in the spectra plots of Figures 6.3.10 and 6.3.11. 
These show that balancing PATTERN #1 offers improved performance with lower 
unwanted harmonics, especially at 100 and 125 Hz. The computed THD and spectral 
signature of the measured voltages show good agreement with that predicted by 
simulation in both cases.  
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Figure 6.3.10: Line voltages spectra for PATTERN #1, experimental (top) and 
simulated (bottom)  

 

Figure 6.3.11: Line voltages spectra for PATTERN #2, experimental (top) and 
simulated (bottom) 

 

6.3.3 Variable Load Performance 

Further tests were conducted to confirm the THD contour characteristic for different 
system energy factors and load displacement power factor. The optimum balancing 
PATTERN #1 with SHE-4H2 control was used with a unity modulation index. Two 
different load inductors (160 mH and 40 mH) were used with variable resistors 
ranging from 15 to 70 Ω. Figure 6.3.12 shows the measured line voltage THD and 
DF1, and phase current THD curves for the 160 mH inductance case. As can be seen 
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there is good correlation between the predicted and measured characteristics in the 
case of the line voltage. The line voltage THD curve clearly shows the reduction in 
harmonics from the ideal level in the ξ = 25 region. The measured phase current THD 
follows the general trend of the predicted values with reasonable accuracy given the 
very low amplitudes of the harmonics being measured. 

 

Figure 6.3.12: Variation of power quality indicators for a 160 mH inductive load 

 

Figure 6.3.13 shows the same set of curves for the 40 mH inductance case. Here too 
good agreement with predicted and measured distortion factors is established, 
especially at lower energy factors. 
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Figure 6.3.13: Variation of power quality indicators for a 40 mH inductive load 

 

6.3.4 Input Voltage Transient Behaviour 

The effect of sudden changes to the input voltage supply was investigated on a 37.5 Ω 
plus 160 mH load. The 1 mF capacitor remained in circuit for this test and the bench 
dc power source was turn-on and –off. Figure 6.3.14 shows the transient behaviour of 
the cell-capacitor voltages as they build-up once a step input voltage of 200 V was 
applied. The measured waveforms compare well with the simulated behaviour 

Figure 6.3.15 shows the decay behaviour of the cell-capacitor voltages as the input 
voltage supply was removed. There is fairly good correlation between the measured 
and simulated waveforms, although in this case the inverter model does show some 
imperfections in how it treats current flow between adjacent capacitors when they are 
at the same potential. 
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a) Experimental waveforms b) Simulated waveforms 

Figure 6.3.14: Turn-on transient input voltage, capacitor voltage variation 

 

  

a) Experimental waveforms b) Simulated waveforms 

Figure 6.3.15: Turn-off transient input voltage, capacitor voltage variation 

 

6.4 PWM Experimental Results 

The detailed simulation of both sine-triangle and space vector PWM control with an 
open-loop balancing approach based on a sub-carrier swapping logic block revealed 
that minimising duty cycle errors plays an important role for stable operation. A 
suggested approach involved using a VCOX where the FPGA clock is dynamically 
adjusted to ensure that bit errors are minimised while achieving an accurate 
fundamental frequency in the output waveforms. The present hardware 
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implementation uses a proprietary Xilinx development PCB, and so does not possess 
the necessary circuitry to implement a VCOX. To achieve minimal bit errors, the 
fundamental frequency must therefore be adjusted so that the following relationship 
holds, 

( )8 4 1 4c f b fN m N m M= − =  … (6.4.1) 

where  

 M is the number of FPGA clock cycles in one period (SINE PERIOD) 

 Nc is the maximum carrier count (CARRIER PERIOD) 

 Nb is the maximum balancing counter count (BALANCE PERIOD) 

To adjust M to minimise bit errors, first calculate the number of FPGA clock pulses in 
one target fundamental period using, 

1

FPGAfM
f

=  … (6.4.2) 

At the desired switching frequency an adjustment constant ke is then calculated using, 

( )2 1e
f f

Mk ROUND
m m

⎛ ⎞
⎜=
⎜ −⎝ ⎠

⎟
⎟

)1−

 … (6.4.3) 

Finally, the modified M is computed using the relationship, 

(2 e f fM k m m=  … (6.4.4) 

The new values of Nc and Nb are then computed using (6.4.1). 

Table 6.4.1 shows a range of M, Nb and Nc values for different mf values when the 
target fundamental frequency is 50 Hz, with an FPGA clock of 25 MHz.  

 

mf Switching 
frequency 

(kHz)  

SINE 
PERIOD, 

M 

Fundamental, f1 
(Hz) 

CARRIER 
PERIOD, 

Nc 

BALANCE 
PERIOD, 

Nb 
30 1.5 499380 50.062 8323 17220 
40 2.0 499200 50.080 6240 12800 
60 3.0 502680 49.733 4189 8520 

120 6.0 514080 48.631 2142 4320 
180 12.0 515520 48.495 1432 2880 

Table 6.4.1: Modulation control variables to reduce bit errors for PWM 
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6.4.1 Sine-Triangle PWM Pattern-Based System Balancing 

The balancing scheme applied to control the inverter when operating with SHE 
sinusoidal synthesis can also be used when operating with sine-triangle PWM. Figure 
6.4.1 shows the experimental line voltage waveforms for the inverter switching at 3 
kHz (mf = 60) with asymmetric sampled reference, PD carrier placement and 
balancing using the optimum PATTERN#1. The three-phase load is 37.5 Ω and 160 
mH, and the dc link voltage is 300 V. As can be seen, the voltages are well balanced 
indicating that the inverter is operating with the correct cell-capacitor voltages. The 
nine voltage levels at 75 V steps can be clearly seen. 

 

 

a) Experimental waveforms b) Simulated waveforms 

Figure 6.4.1: Phase current (top) and line voltages with pattern balancing 

 

The actual voltage ripple on the cell-capacitors for phase A, are shown in Figure 6.4.2. 
As would be expected, the waveforms are almost identical to those seen when 
operating with SHE control. Although correct operation of the inverter is achieved 
with this form of balancing control, the large voltage ripple leads to significant 
variation in the blocking voltage across the switches, and will limit the maximum 
operating power range of the inverter. 
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a) Experimental waveforms b) Simulated waveforms 

Figure 6.4.2: Phase current (top) and cell-capacitor voltages for pattern 
balancing 

 

The effect of the voltage ripple on the harmonic spectra of the load waveforms is 
shown in Figure 6.4.3. The PD scheme is characterised by a significant harmonic peak 
at the switching frequency (3 kHz) in the phase voltage spectrum, which is cancelled 
out in the line voltage spectrum. The effect of the cell-capacitor voltage ripple is to 
introduce additional low frequency harmonics associated with its 12.5 Hz 
fundamental. This leads to the significant low frequency harmonics seen in the current 
spectra. 

The measured harmonic spectra can be compared with the predicted levels under the 
same operating conditions. Figure 6.4.4 shows the spectra for the phase voltage, line 
voltage and phase current. The more significant harmonic peaks in the measured 
spectra are in line with those predicted by simulation. The higher background noise 
spectral components in the measured spectra are due to the 8-bit ADC sampling 
resolution of the Picoscope instrument. In the case of the current, the maximum range 
was set to ±10 A and so the bit resolution was 78 mA, and this adversely affects the 
phase current spectrum and THD calculation. 
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Figure 6.4.3: Experimental PWM load waveform spectra 

Figure 6.4.4: Simulated PWM load waveform spectra 
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6.4.2 Sine-Triangle PWM Sub-Carrier Rotation Balancing 

The sub-carrier balancing scheme developed using the aid of the simulator in Chapter 
4, is aimed at reducing the voltage ripple on the cell-capacitors. It was shown that the 
performance of this method relies on very accurate timing in the digital control 
implementation. In the experimental inverter, there are unequal delays in the interface 
and isolation circuitry between the Xilinx controller and the power electronics gate 
drivers. This places an operating frequency limitation on the existing inverter design, 
since the delays cause a mismatch between the average duty cycles for the different 
cell blocks. Figure 6.4.5 shows the variation in line voltage and phase current THD 
versus switching frequency. As can be seen, the quality of the output voltage 
deteriorates as the switching frequency increases. This would not be acceptable in a 
practical system, and further work is required to improve the design of the isolation 
interface circuitry between the Xilinx controller and the IGBT gate drivers. However, 
acceptable operation is demonstrated in the prototype inverter when using a 1.5 kHz 
(mf = 30) switching frequency.  

 

Figure 6.4.5: Performance of prototype inverter for different switching 
frequencies 

 

Figure 6.4.6 shows the resultant cell-capacitor voltages when the sub-carrier balancing 
system is operating with a PD PWM scheme. As can be seen, the ripple voltage is 
significantly reduced compared with previous pattern-based balancing scheme. The 
implication of this is that the inverter can now supply at much higher power levels 
without compromising the safe-operation of the IGBTs and diodes. The measured 
mean voltages across each capacitor are 78.6 V, 142.5 V and 218.8 V, and these 
values compare favourably with the predicted 77.1 V, 148.1 V and 223.9 V.  
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a) Experimental waveforms b) Simulated waveforms 

Figure 6.4.6: Phase current (top) and cell-capacitor voltages  

 

The system performance breakdown is listed in Table 6.4.2 which compares the 
measured and predicted system quantities. There is general agreement with the 
measured and predicted results, although the measured output power is 5 % higher 
than predicted, which is due to the non-linear characteristic and increased losses of the 
inductor not being taken into account in the model. There are also some additional 
losses since the simulator does not include parasitic effects and losses associated with 
other components in the power electronics stage. 

 

 Predicted Measured 
Input Voltage (V) 300 300 
Input Current (A) 1.08 1.33 
Input Power (W) 351 399 
Output Power (W) 333 352 
Phase Current (Arms) 1.72 1.77 
Phase Voltage (Vrms) 107.4 105.1 
Line Voltage (Vrms) 181.9 181.8 

Table 6.4.2: Operating performance of different balancing patterns 

 

The three-phase load line voltages are shown in Figure 6.4.7. This shows that the 
system is operating in a balanced fashion. There is, however, an increase in ripple on 
Phase C due to an increase in asymmetry in the timing of the eight gate-drive signals. 
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The effect of this is a noticeable increase in distortion in the bottom two line voltage 
waveforms. 

 

 

a) Experimental waveforms b) Simulated waveforms 

Figure 6.4.7: Phase current (top) and line voltages  

 

Figure 6.4.8 shows an expanded view of a phase voltage, phase current and line 
voltage. The measured waveforms are very similar to those predicted by simulation. 

 

 

a) Experimental waveforms b) Simulated waveforms 

Figure 6.4.8: Phase voltage (top), phase current (middle)  and line voltage 
(bottom)  
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The spectra for the load waveforms are shown in Figure 6.4.9. The PD characteristic 
switching frequency peak in the phase voltage spectrum at 1.5 KHz is clearly present, 
but cancelled in the line to line voltage. There are less low frequency harmonics 
because of the reduced cell-capacitor voltage ripple, although these are not completely 
eliminated. The measured results can be compared with the predicted spectra shown in 
Figure 6.4.10. This shows the simulated load waveform spectra under the same 
operating conditions. There is good correlation between the measured and predicted 
spectra, especially in the more significant harmonic peaks. 

 

 

Figure 6.4.9: Measured PD PWM load waveform spectra 
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Figure 6.4.10: Simulated PD PWM load waveform spectra 

 

6.4.3 Modulation Depth Variation 

The inverter’s performance under different modulation depths was measured and the 
results are presented in Figure 6.4.11. These graphs were produced by post-processing 
the sampled line voltage waveform at the different operating points. This shows that 
the harmonic distortion increases as the output amplitude is reduced by the controller. 
There is good correlation between the measured and predicted line voltage THD. The 
measured phase current THD is higher in all cases but the trend agrees with the 
predicted curve. The bottom graph of demand verses actual fundamental amplitude 
illustrates the excellent operation of the modulation control scheme with no closed-
loop voltage feedback control. 
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Figure 6.4.11: Performance variations at different modulation depths 

 

6.4.4 Sine-Triangle PWM Carrier Schemes 

It has already been seen in Chapter 4 that there are a variety of different multilevel 
sine-triangle PWM implementations possible, using different carrier positions with 
respect to each other. Figures 6.4.12 and 6.4.13 show the measured phase voltage and 
line voltage spectra for the three main disposed carrier implementations with 
asymmetric reference sampling at a switching frequency of 1.5 kHz (mf = 30) and 
unity modulation depth (ma = 1). As can be seen, the PD scheme offers the lowest line 
voltage harmonic distortion, whilst APOD gives the worst performance. This agrees 
with the simulated performance where the line voltage THD values are predicted to be 
18.49% (PD), 22.77% (POD) and 26.55% (APOD).  

Figure 6.4.14 shows the measured phase current spectra for the three different carrier 
schemes. In this case PD and APOD schemes lead to similar low harmonic distortion 
in the current waveform, and the POD scheme causes more distortion although the 
differences are not significant. 
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Figure 6.4.12: Phase voltage spectra. PD (top), POD (middle) and APOD 
(bottom) 

 

Figure 6.4.13: Line voltage spectra. PD (top), POD (middle) and APOD (bottom) 
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Figure 6.4.14: Current spectra. PD (top), POD (middle) and APOD (bottom) 

 

6.4.5 Third Harmonic Injection Sine-Triangle PWM 

The introduction of a third harmonic to the reference is beneficial in increasing the 
range of the modulation depth above unity. Simulations also suggest that when using 
PD carriers, the modified reference does not lead to poorer performance. Figure 6.4.15 
shows the experimental inverter waveforms with this form of control at a unity 
modulation depth with a 300 V dc link. The switching frequency is 1.5 kHz and the 
injected third harmonic sinusoid amplitude is a sixth of the fundamental sinusoid. The 
effect on output quality performance can be seen in the line voltage and phase current 
spectra shown in Figure 6.4.16. When compared with the PD scheme in the figures 
above, it can be seen that performance is broadly similar. 
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Figure 6.4.15: PD PWM with third harmonic injection waveforms 

 

Figure 6.4.16: PD with 1/6th third harmonic injection spectra 
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6.4.6 Space Vector PWM 

The SVPWM, the alternatively method for generating the firing signals in the inverter 
gives a similar performance to third harmonic injected PD PWM. The experimental 
inverter waveforms are shown in the Figure 6.4.17 oscillogram. The harmonic spectra 
for these waveforms are shown in Figure 6.4.18. As can be seen, the waveforms and 
spectral signatures are very similar to the third harmonic injected case above. The 
space vector commutation method firing signal generation is akin to a PD PWM 
scheme, although with different sampling and reference signals. This is the reason 
why there is a significant peak at the switching frequency in the phase voltage 
spectrum which is cancelled in the three-phase line voltage spectrum. Therefore, the 
line voltage THD is comparable to the PD PWM case. 

 

 

Figure 6.4.17: Space vector PWM waveforms 
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Figure 6.4.18: Space vector PWM spectra 

 

6.4.7 Performance Comparison of Different PWM Schemes 

Besides the PD, POD and APOD carrier placement schemes, there are other 
alternatives which can be used to control the four-cell flying-capacitor inverter. Table 
6.4.3 lists the measured harmonic distortion levels for all the different carrier 
placement schemes investigated. In terms of measured harmonic distortion in the 
phase current, there is very little difference between the schemes, apart from the DPS 
implementation. This shows increased harmonic distortion especially at lower 
frequencies because of the influence of cell-capacitor voltage ripple. Overall the 
results are in line with predicted distortion levels for the different carrier placement 
PWM and space vector PWM implementations. 
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Carrier 
Scheme 

Phase Voltage 
THD (%) 

Line Voltage 
THD (%) 

Line Voltage 
DF1 (%) 

Phase 
Current THD 
(%) 

PD 28.84 20.31 1.89 3.81 
PD + 3rd 39.01 22.00 2.56 4.07 
POD 29.35 23.51 4.62 3.68 
APOD 31.69 32.70 3.52 4.12 
HPS/PS 33.54 31.71 4.15 5.23 
SPD 31.24 28.51 3.77 4.77 
SPOD 30.80 28.73 3.27 4.22 
DPS 33.21 28.89 8.17 5.09 
SVPWM 43.27 20.72 1.51 3.84 

Table 6.4.3: Measured harmonic distortion factors for various carrier schemes 

 

6.4.8 Input Voltage Transient Behaviour 

Figures 6.4.19 show the transient charging and discharging behaviour of the cell-
capacitors when a 200 V dc voltage supply is applied and removed. In waveform 
shape terms, the behaviour is very similar to the case of balanced SHE control 
presented earlier. However, the transient occurs over a much longer timeframe since it 
is inversely dependent on the PWM switching frequency. 

These plots aim to illustrate the effective long time-constants associated with the cell-
capacitors in the system. This means that load transients will not severally affect the 
system performance and will not lead to significant transient capacitor voltage 
imbalance. In a practical system, the component selection will be based on cost and 
safe-operation under steady-state conditions, with the maximum cell-voltage 
difference taken into account. Therefore, the power switches will not be rated to 
withstand the full dc link, and so another mechanism for attaining there required 
voltage levels is needed at start-up in a real system. 
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a) voltage charging (5s/div) b) voltage decay (1s/div) 

Figure 6.4.19: Cell-capacitor transient characteristic  

 

6.5 Conclusions 

A practical four-cell, three-phase flying-capacitor inverter has been built, and tested 
under laboratory conditions. Overall the measurement results show good correlation 
with the predicted performance under a variety of different operating control schemes. 

It has been demonstrated that optimising the balancing switching pattern when using 
low frequency SHE control can improve the performance of the inverter in terms of a 
reduction in some of the low frequency harmonic components. This method has 
potential where specific harmonics cause problems in the load system, such as 
resonance due to torque ripple in a motor drive. It is also a way of utilising smaller, 
lower cost capacitors without compromising performance. The results also highlight 
the issue of sub- and inter-harmonic generation due to cell-capacitor ripple voltage 
when operating with the pattern-based balancing strategy. In a practical system, there 
is a compromise between capacitor size and output power quality and so care would 
need to be taken in assessing the risk of very low frequency harmonics on load 
performance. 

Well balanced operation of inverter has been achieved with a sub-carrier firing 
rotation hardware block implemented successfully in the Xilinx FPGA. This works for 
all forms of high frequency PWM control. The practical results do however highlight 
short comings in the prototype design, and confirm the predicted sensitivity of the 
gate-drive signal timings in achieving a well balanced system. 
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The output power quality of the load waveforms is dependent on the form of carrier 
placement used for a sine-triangle PWM implementation. It has been shown that the 
phase disposed (PD) carrier method results in lower line voltage harmonic distortion 
compared to other proposed schemes. This result shows that the effect of the capacitor 
voltage ripple does not cause a significant deterioration in the performance of the PD 
PWM scheme compared to the ideal case. It has also been shown that the addition of a 
third harmonic component in the reference waveform does not adversely affect the 
performance of the inverter. 

Space vector PWM control also gives good performance and the line voltage THD is 
as low as the sine-triangle PD PWM scheme. The results also show that space vector 
PWM is related to the injected third-order harmonic sine-triangle PWM schemes. 
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